GREAT SALT BAY COMMUNITY SCHOOL
NEWSLETTER
March 2021
The mission of the Great Salt Bay School is to provide a nurturing, safe and enjoyable environment in
which all children are challenged and inspired to pursue excellence in all aspects of their education.
Striving to Be Better Than Our Best!

Updates and Reminders
April 14 - School Board Meeting (6:00 pm)
April 16 - MountainFilm Festival Begins
April 19 - 23 - School Vacation Week
June 15 - 8th Grade Graduation (Time TBD)
June 17 - Last Day of School

Message from the Principal
With the warmer weather and the end of school year excitement, I think it may be helpful to share a few
updates.
BICYCLES, SCOOTERS & SKATEBOARDS
Only students who are 11 years old and older may ride bicycles, scooters, and skateboards to school. The
following school rules will apply to all students:
● By state law, a bicycle helmet must be worn at all times when riding a bicycle.
● Bicycles and scooters must be parked in the bicycle racks when on school property. Skateboards must
be stored in the office during the school day.
● Bicycles, scooters, and skateboards are not permitted to be used on school property.
● For the safety of students and others, students must walk their bicycles, scooters, and skateboards
when on school property.
STUDENTS AFTER SCHOOL - SPECTATORS AT GAMES
Students in grades 7th & 8th will be permitted to remain after school for baseball and softball games with
written parent/guardian permission. As spectators, students will be required to wear a mask and maintain 6
feet physical distance between themselves and other spectators as well as players. At the conclusion of the
game, students must be either picked-up or have off-site plans, such as go to the YMCA.
OUTBREAK STATUS
As we learned from the Maine CDC, the school remains in outbreak status for 14 days beyond the symptom
onset for the last case of COVID 19, and then it has a monitoring period of an additional 14-days. Since we
haven’t had a new case of COVID 19 since March 30, next week we hope to be transitioning to the 14 day
monitoring period. Thanks for doing your part to reduce community transmission

Kindergarten News
In reading, we’re learning about CAFE strategies. CAFE stands for comprehension, accuracy, fluency, and
expanding vocabulary. Students are regularly introduced to strategies for each of these topics to help them
with their reading. We’re also spending time looking for “chunks” in words that we know. These include
things like blends, -ing words, and word families (cat, hat, sat, etc).
In writing we’ve been working on “how to” books. Students write directions for their readers teaching them
how to do different things. They have to be very careful planners: thinking, talking, and sketching their ideas
to make sure their books make sense and are complete.
We’ve been focusing on shapes in math. We’re identifying, describing, and creating 2D and 3D shapes.
Students have had a lot of new workplace games and activities introduced for extra reinforcement. These
activities include a lot of previously taught concepts (sorting, counting, comparing amounts, graphing, and
writing equations and inequality statements). We’re also counting higher, making combinations of 5 and 10,
and solving addition and subtraction word problems. We also celebrated the 100th day of school!
In science, we learned about weather and energy from the sun. We investigated weather conditions and
hazards, as well as preparedness. We examined temperatures in sunny and shady locations, and did some
investigations.
Miss Margaret, GSB’s agricultural teacher, planted “microgreens” (pea seeds) with us. They grow quickly, so
we will harvest them soon and make a salad! We’ll do our taste test safely outdoors.
Ireland has been our focus in social studies this month. We looked at maps to learn about where Ireland is in
relation to Maine, and learned about Ireland’s geography, climate, products, history, and traditions. Our
favorite thing was leprechaun stories!

1st Grade News
Another month has come and gone and there has been a lot of learning that has taken place. We have
also had some fun events that we have taken part in. Read on to learn all about what life has been like in First
Grade!
In Reading we have been learning about new strategies that we can use to help us become better
readers and writers. Some of the things that we have been doing are looking at long vowel patterns in words,
r controlled vowels, -igh words. We continue to use LEXIA on a daily basis. The students are enjoying the
new books that they are being introduced to.
In Writing we are all working on “How To” books. These are fun books that teach transitional words
such as; first, next, then and last. Some books that we are seeing being made have titles like, “How to Ride a
Bike,” “How to Make Pancakes,” “How to Go Fishing,” and “How to Draw a Person.”
In Math some of us have been working a lot with the number line. We are counting by 1’s, 5’s and 10’s
when using the number line. Others of us are working on the attributes of 2D and 3D shapes. We have gone
on 3D shape hunts and have discovered that there are 3D shapes all around us. We are also focusing on telling
and writing time to the hour and half hour.
One activity that we have taken part in is Read Across America Week. We had a theme of the day that
was based around reading. We also started D.E.A.R. This stands for Drop Everything And Read. The students
love being able to choose what they want to read and this is a welcomed part of our day.
We have been so lucky to have great weather and we look forward to more days of playing and learning
while enjoying the sun and warmer temperatures.

2nd Grade News
This month, we finished up our study on Africa by making reports about African Animals. This report is a
student’s first writing assignment where they have to read and research, collect facts and then turn their
learning into writing. More importantly, students had to categorize the information they gathered under
appropriate headings, like habitat or diet.
In math, students enjoyed learning about
Geometry - attributes of both 2 and 3D shapes.
The culminating activity was to make a paper
quilt. Students also had a chance to work on
measurement and begin writing multiplication
facts and representing them with arrays.
Students continue to read voraciously,
and many have now made the transition
from learning to read, to, reading to
learn. Students are making hats and
towers to learn about matter in Science.
Also, students are working on reading out loud, and partner reading. Next
month, we are looking forward to more outdoors, more reading AND POETRY!

3rd Grade News
It has been another busy and fun month in third grade. One of the highlights was learning how to make
colcannon from Ms. Karen Kleinkopf from FARMS. The students love reading through the recipe, watching
Ms. Karen dice, chop, and mix on screen, and then taste testing. We always look forward to our virtual FARMS
lesson.

Cooking a traditional Irish dish with Ms. Karen at the Y Kitchen. Grace’s Leader lesson on Alpacas and Animal
adaptations using REAL Alpaca hair.
In math, the students investigated quadrilaterals through many manipulatives and assignments. The
students created posters highlighting different attributes of quadrilaterals. The students used geoboards and

an online app to create regular and irregular polygons. Ms. Tracy’s class loves to play geometry Simon says to
practice parallel, intersecting, and perpendicular lines. The students also continued to solve area and
perimeter questions. They even had to find the missing side of a shape sometimes before solving for the area
and perimeter. Students continue to practice their multiplication facts by playing class games, partner
games, and independent work.
In reading, the students continue to read a variety of different genres. The weather has been getting warmer
so the students can now read again in the courtyard. Ms. Tracy’s students love having the chance to read to
Shelly the boxed turtle. She is always a great listener. During writing, the students have been focusing on
opinion writing. The students are working on adding descriptive details to their narratives.
Both classes are spending much more time outsides. The students enjoyed the Winter Fair put on CRCT. The
students loved playing “Oh Deer” in the field. It is a game that teachers students about natural resources and
what happens to the animals when they are threatened. The students also examined skulls to determine the
type of food the animal used to eat. We learned about adaptations on a picture walk in the woods. The
students even examined animal prints and now can easily identify animals on our hikes.We are so thankful
for the continued support the CRCT shows our community during this time.

Finally, both classes love to play four square. Mr. Addickes taught both classes the rules a few weeks ago and
the students continue to play at recess. The students have to work together and communicate with each other
about the rules. We hope for many more sunny and warm days ahead this spring.

4th Grade News
I asked, “What should we mention in our Roy4 Newsletter Article this time?”
One student spoke right up: “We should mention partitioned rectangles, area, and, ah . . . parallelograms!” I
was surprised that those topics came up first, but I assure you that this really happened. Then he added,
“AND PICTURE DAY!” which is more of what I expected. Our pictures should be fantastic, and our math is
going well. Then another added, “Protractors, and perimeter!” MORE MATH! That’s great Roy 4 stuff.
Area and perimeter ARE a big part of our current Bridges Mathematics Unit, BUT angles figure in even more
prominently. One little angle we saw recently was definitely a cute angle. When we in the Roy4 class see a cute
little angle we all react by saying, “Awwww! A cute angle!” That’s how we remember “acute”. We don’t have
any tricks for remembering “obtuse”, yet, but we’ll figure it out.
One Roy 4 Social Studies consideration this week built on what we already knew about the American
Revolution. Students read about Sybil Ludington’s Midnight Ride. (Think “Paul Revere’s Ride”, but picture a
sixteen-year-old hero.) Sybil helped gather troops to defend Danbury, Connecticut from a British attack.

More Americans are coming to view Sybil’s Midnight Ride as a symbol of the courage shown by ordinary
citizens in the struggle for freedom. Ludington rocked the Revolutionary house!
Bright beams of spring sunlight were pouring in through our Roy 4 windows a couple of days ago, and we had
some fun with that. Colored filters made our worlds turn blue, red, and green; kaleidoscopes gave us
bug-eyed views; and prisms split the white light coming in into its component parts. Colors filled our eyes,
bug-eyed students gawked at a cubby wall that suddenly appeared to have one hundred cubbies instead of
twenty five, and rainbows displays danced on all of our walls. Science can be movingly beautiful. We then
watched a Mystery Science video celebrating the genius who experimented with prisms and proved that they
didn’t just [somehow] color light but instead split it up. How did he? Simple--he used one prism to split
white light into a rainbow of colors, then used another prism to unite those separate colors back into a single
bright white beam. Isaac Newton WAS THE SMARTEST!
Our writing focus turned from our need to entertain toward our need to express ourselves very precisely. We
are leaning on the fantastic “infoburger” system of writing. In the past week we gathered information to use
as middle layers: that we picture as lettuce, cheese, and hamburger patty (or gardenburger, Ultimate Burger,
Beyond Burger, whathaveyou). The middle layers are sandwiched between buns which represent each
introduction and conclusion--highlighting their similarities. To gather information we explored scientific
and medical topics recommended by our Health Teacher and old Roy-4 friend, Mr. Bartlett. Those topics
were stress and cancer. Students watched videos about the motivating and potentially harmful effects of
stress as well as the medical issues cancer presents and how we are increasingly good at dealing with both of
them. Students extracted facts from the videos to use later in infoburger papers. The goal is to make
gathering and organizing facts as easy for Roy 4 students as throwing a quick lunch together is for our
awesome Roy 4 parents. Organization is a BIG help. Afterall, you don’t want your lettuce and cheese on the
outside do you, parents? No! You want an infoburger! EAT Knowledge!
We are crushing it! Another area of MAJOR Roy 4 success is in using FRECKLE. One student raved, “We are
gaining coins as fast as we are gaining levels!” Freckle is an online program that allows students to advance
as quickly and as far as they are able. One student gained TWENTY levels in READING and English Language
Arts and all students are doing super amazingly well. It’s not a competition, but it is fun! Students get to buy
cool accessories and backgrounds for their characters with the coins they earn through focussed study in
reading, ELA, and mathematics, as well as Science and Social Studies. One student wants it to be known that
she gained 7000 coins in one sitting! We are all RICH, with knowledge. We love that.

Mrs. Plummer’s Class The Plummer Report
Reading*** Read across America/Book Clubs
We purchased a ton of new books and kids enjoyed reading them.

Math***Measurement

We had so much fun writing our own
measurement problems, and our solid
knowledge of fractions really helped. Now
we’re moving on to Unit #5 and geometry
with a dash of double digit revisit.
Writing***We’ve turned a corner onto
informational writing. We introduced
comparison compositions via venn
diagram and our info burger template. The
effect was a series of informative and
cohesive comparative essays. (But please
don’t call them essays; they’re “yasses”!)

Social Studies*** Civics and History

Students worked to create a giant Venn
diagram comparing The 1960’s Civil Rights Movement and 2020 Black Lives Matter Movement.
Octavia hosted a trivia challenge, and we enjoyed learning more about activism, especially leaders of
change. If you zoom in close
you can see pictures of the
BLM demonstration in
Newcastle, 2020. Hannah and
Owen were there!!!

Science***Energy We’re so excited to finally

learn about energy! We began by comparing thick and thin rubber bands to
see how well they stored energy. Next, we
moved onto more variables that determine
how long and how strong an energy output
will be. We’re also playing with online
simulators. Cool!

SEL*** With outdoor fun comes indoor
responsibility! What wacky March weather?!
One day we were enjoying the random ice
patches, and the next it was melting
everywhere! So, we had to learn to stomp our
feet before entering the building. But now we’re really taking
responsibility! Students have a chance to earn the “golden swifter” for the whole week if they do a
good job keeping the floors dirt free. The end result is a clean classroom and a happy feeling. You go!

Mr. Coleman’s class has been spending a lot of time outside lately, enjoying what Spring has to offer thus far.
Those outside opportunities will be increasing with weekly trips to our school garden, and hopefully two field

trips to the Hidden Valley Nature Center to learn about vernal pools and ponds. “Observing the World Around
Us” is a big theme for the spring trimester. We’ve been learning about the spring birds migrating back to
Maine this time of year. Each morning we learn about a new bird, and how to identify it by sight and sound.
Go for a walk in the woods with your student some time and see what they’ve learned!
Math- We’re finishing work on multidigit addition and subtraction. All students are now proficient in the
standard algorithm for both operations, and they also have some other strategies that will come in useful for
mental math and checking answers to other problems. Students will be working on measurement concepts
before moving on to Unit 5.
Writing- Informational writing is the new focus of trimester three. Students are researching a state of their
choice, and will be creating some sort of digital final draft to display what they’ve learned. This informational
unit is taught alongside our current Social Studies unit on the Regions of the United States. Students are
learning about the land, economy, and culture of 5 different regions of the United States: Northeast,
Southeast, Midwest, Southwest, and West.
Science-Students are in the middle of an extended unit on Energy. At this time, they are studying how energy
can be stored, transferred and released. And of course, the most enjoyable way to discover those concepts is
through the construction of a chain reaction machine. Through the engineering and design process, students
create some wonderful machines out of materials from home and the classroom. Building chain reaction
machines is also a wonderful lesson in perseverance because, as most students learned, it takes many, many,
many tries to create a successful machine. Here are some links to videos of successful attempts: Video 1, Video
2, and Video 3.

5th Grade News
Reading - Over the past month, we’ve been reading articles about European explorers. Students learned
about a select few explorers and the purpose behind risking their lives to go on the dangerous voyages. We’ve
also discussed the impact European explorers had on the Native population.
Next: Students will be put into groups to read books and discuss them. Titles haven’t been chosen, yet, but
there’s bound to be some great ones.
Language Arts - We’re about halfway through writing our Narrative masterpieces. Narratives appear to be a
favorite in fifth grade. Some people have decided to keep the narratives realistic while others have talking
animals and magic.
Next: When we wrap up our narratives, we’ll jump into poetry. April is National poetry month.

Math: With only one extra day off other than the weekends, the month of March is a long month. This can be
exhausting, but it also helps us get through a lot of material, especially math! This month we covered a lot in
the area of fractions. After learning to simplify fractions, we continued to work on this skill as we learned to
also add, subtract, multiply, and divide fractions, improper fractions, and mixed numbers. It’s been a lot of
work, but they’ve done a great job! Next month we will tackle units of measurement.
Science: In science, we’ve been learning about the Earth’s systems and their interactions with each other. As
we learned about the hydrosphere, atmosphere, biosphere, and geosphere we asked questions like: what are
the characteristics of Earth’s four spheres; what is the relationship between the atmosphere, biosphere,
geosphere, and hydrosphere; how can two spheres interact; and how do the organisms, land, air and water
interact in an environment? To help them explain this and articulate it to each other we created dioramas
exhibiting the 4 spheres and their interactions with each other. Of course their imaginations ran wild with
dioramas from prehistoric times, ones that were underwater, and ones that include human interaction
including “Jackie” the lumberjack. Here are some pictures of their creations with their creators.

Life Skills

💚

Special Education

For MATH
The kids in Life Skills have been honing their skills in sorting and graphing, as well as working with
money.

For READING
We have been reading aloud as a group, taking turns speaking clearly and loudly. We are currently
reading, “The Magic School Bus, and the Butterfly Bunch”. Other books include ones about lava,
butterflies, and rainforests.

For WRITING
Lots of practice writing complete sentences. The kids answered a prompt, “If I had a pot of gold, what
would I do with it?”. Answers range from buying their mom a Tesla, to sharing it with their friend and to
go on a trip with them.

For FUN
We have been doing some experimenting with making our own lava lamps. The first time it did not work,
but we found our mistakes and tried again.

For LIBRARY
Mrs. Greenleaf brought in the materials to have the students make their own butterflies with tissue paper.
She then laminated them and put them on our bulletin board. It was a great activity for the kids to do!
She read the book “A Butterfly is Patient” to go along with the craft.

For ART
The kiddos all were given cloth and sharpies and each made a design for Mrs. Hight’s school wide art
project.

5/6 Multi-Age News
Miss Jen
Teamwork!

Spring Cleaning and Redecorating

The kids finally decided to flip the old structure out in the
Outdoor Classroom. It still needs a little work, but now it’s
another cool feature in our woods.
Marking our Trails
In the fall, we cleared
some trails out in our
woods. Now we are
cleaning them up from
winter damage and
marking them with
cougar paw signs so
that they can be used
easily by the rest of the
school.
Click here to see all of our
photos

ScienceWe learn about so
many interesting things
that have to do with
science. Through our “Current Event” articles, we have
been learning about the Mars helicopter, Ingenuity and
how NASA is using the HiRISE camera to land the rover.
We study graphs from the New York Times that teach us
all about the Covid 19 vaccine and how it is getting to
people around our state, country and around the world.

The kids are adding hammocks,
swings and other great spots for
sitting, reading and chatting. It’s
so nice to have some warmer
weather out there.
Getting the logs ready with
Dennis and our pink oyster
mycelium growing in the jars.

We are studying cells and learning about the function of
the different parts of the cell as we compare their functions
with the different parts of animals and plants. The students
made some amazing cell models, many of which were
edible. And we are growing two types of mushrooms and
learning about mycelium, thanks to Emmett’s dad, Dennis
who brought in some
shitake spores to grow
outside in logs as well as
Jim Wilkins who gave us
some pink oyster
mushroom spores to grow
in the classroom.

Check out our other cell
models by clicking on the link to our classroom photos.
Reading This month we took a risk with our classroom book,
Framed! None of us had ever read it, but we decided to
give it a try. We are sure glad we did! The risk paid off and
we loved it! It’s the first book in a trilogy of mysteries
involving the 12 year old super sleuth, Florian Bates. This
book inspired us to write our own mysteries, which we
have been perfecting throughout the month. We all highly
recommend this series.

Social Studies We continue with westward expansion. The Louisiana
Purchase, The Monroe Doctrine and The Northwest
Ordinance. Some major themes covered:
● The U.S. relationship with Europe
● The U.S. government’s treatment of Native
Americans.
● The U.S. government’s shifting ideas about
slavery
● The development and purpose of schools
● Statehood

WritingInspired by our classroom book, Framed!, we have been
writing mysteries. It’s been a lot of fun learning about the
important elements of mystery writing and creating and
sharing with our classmates. We are spending a lot of time
perfecting these stories - editing and drafting multiple
times as we share and receive feedback from each other.
We are learning that multiple edits and drafts produce
better writing for sure.
MathWe spent much of March exploring positive and negative
numbers on a number line and then the coordinate plane.
This led us to our exploration of the coordinate plane,
plotting points, reading coordinates and understanding
when and how we use coordinate planes in real life. We
move onto geometry for the month of April.
In the spirit of a good mystery, this month we all created
Esti-Mysteries in math. We love solving Steve Wybourney
mysteries every week, so we decided to create our own.
They did a fabulous job!

6th Grade News
Math: Students have been learning about Expressions and Equations. They have been writing expressions
from written language and learning how to simplify expressions using the properties. They have also been
learning how to solve one-step equations and writing equations from a story. We will be moving on to
functions, graphing linear equations and graphing inequalities.
Science: We are finishing up our long weather unit. Students have been studying how weather is impacted by
many different variables, such as climate, wind, air pressure, water currents, latitude and altitude. They have
done activities to try to predict weather. Some examples include tracking fronts across the country to predict
the weather for Omaha, tracking a hurricane across the Atlantic and making predictions based on data as to
where it will make landfall, analyzing data to see how different landforms can affect weather, and how water
currents have an effect on. Once this unit is completed, we will move on to different forms of Energy.
Social Studies: Students have completed their study of the American Revolution. They were focusing on major
events and why they were important, rather than memorizing dates. We are currently learning about
Jefferson’s presidency and why it was important to American history. We are also studying the War of 1812
and how it affected the national mood.
ELA: Students have been very engaged learning an Evidence Based Writing Approach for reading responses
similar to an essay format that will hopefully guide them with their writing in future years. We have covered
all the components of this structure while practicing writing introductory paragraphs so far. I’m already
seeing improvement in their writing without even completing all the lessons. Once we have covered the body
and concluding paragraphs in depth, students will be writing their own responses to literature for books
they’ve read. A reminder that they should be reading every night; Monday-Thursday, for at least 30 minutes
unless I have given them other ELA assignments.

7th/8th Grade News
Writing: 7th and 8th graders spent the month of March focusing on character development within narrative
writing. Students were able to creatively show the growth/change/development of a character. This unit
focused on using descriptive language and using words to show, rather than tell. April will be filled with
different kinds of poetry, and 8th graders will begin to focus on evidence based writing.
Science: We are about to start the fourth threshold, the solar system and Earth. We will be looking at how the
planets in the solar system formed. How the process created the variation in the planets, and why Earth is so
different. This will also give us the opportunity to cover the standards for Geology.

Reading: 7th graders have been working with non-fiction articles. We have been looking at ways to
understand nonfiction text more deeply and with a more critical eye. We have been reading the historical
fiction book War Horse in anticipation of watching the movie as a part of the World War 1 unit in Social
Studies. The book has been engaging, but so sad at times that we find ourselves wondering why we want to
watch the movie! However, it's been a great connection for them and we really are looking forward to seeing
the movie.
8th graders are working with nonfiction, also. They have been studying World War 2 and the Holocaust, and
have all chosen books to read about the topic. They are beginning mini-research projects connected to their
books, which will be presented at the end of this month. It's a difficult topic to read about and to research,
but it's important to understand.
On a cheerier note, the weather is promising outdoor reading soon!
Math: 7th grade continues to learn algebra foundations! This month we learned to solve one and two step
equations!

8th grade students completed their equations in one variable lessons and quickly moved on to equations in
two variables. Remote learning for Bartlett’s group included the Blooket Game “Gold Quest” where students
solved slope and y-intercept problems to earn gold and win the game!

Social Studies:
This month in 7th grade, Social Studies students learned about propaganda and how it is used to
encourage or persuade opinions on particular topics and issues. Students have also been learning
about the Roaring 1920’s, cultural changes, the Jazz Age, the 18th and 19th amendments, the Lost
Generation and much more. They are currently working on their projects from this time period.

Above are examples of both 7th & 8th grade student work.
In 8th grade Social Studies, students have just finished their unit on WWII and The Holocaust.
The Holocaust and Human Rights Center’s virtual visit was both successful and informative for our
students. 8th graders are now learning about the Cold War and are hard at work on their year end
projects and section mini presentations.

Art

Our young artists are finishing up drawing & painting on fabric panels. Thank you to all who donated material
for this project! The panels will be installed outside the building during April vacation. If any of you are
interested in helping with this, please email me at khight@aos93.org. This project is loosely based on the art
of Christo, who wrapped whole buildings & bridges with fabric. In last month’s newsletter there is a
description of the project & photos of Christo’s work. We are unable to have an art show inside the building
this year, due to covid, so we’re taking our ART FROM THE INSIDE OUT!! : )
In addition to this whole school project, regular art classes have been busily happening as well. The K-2
classes have created lots of Spring related pieces. The third graders prepared ‘warm’ & ‘cool’ papers & are
making collages with those. They also made these fun brightly colored houses in one class:

The 5th graders worked on drawing skills and we made wind chimes out of clay. The 6th graders spent most
of March making pinatas, which was really fun! The 7th & 8th graders have had increased freedom to choose
which projects they want to do, while also trying out various activities like drawing out a floor plan for their
dream house and depicting the conflict of good vs. evil.
Art classes are always super busy & fun at GSB. We are grateful for every day with our students!

Athletics
On April 12, our 13 baseball players along with Coach Onorato and our 15 softball players along with Coach
Feltis will begin their spring training season. The game schedule for both teams is as follows:
Day
Tues
Thurs
Mon
Wed
Sat

Date
5/4
5/6
5/10
5/12
5/15

Thurs
Tues
Thurs

5/20
5/25
5/27

Location
@ Bristol
GSB (vs. Nobleboro)
@ Boothbay
@ Bristol
GSB (vs. Medomak)
Double Header
@ Nobleboro
GSB (Boothbay)
GSB (Bristol)

Time
3:45
3:45
3:45
3:45
TBD

Team
Baseball
Baseball & Softball
Baseball
Baseball & Softball
Baseball & Softball

3:45
3:45
3:45

Baseball & Softball
Baseball
Baseball & Softball

Spectators are welcome to attend home and away games. At all games spectators will be required to wear
masks and maintain 6 feet physical distance between themselves and other spectators as well as players.

The track and field team is hoping to begin their season on April 15th. This team currently has 21 students
signed up and two coaches, Coach Russ and Assistant Coach Richards.
Let’s Go, Cougars, let’s go!

Guidance and Social Work
Spring is finally here and we couldn’t be more grateful. Now more than ever, our kids need to be outside
playing, getting some exercise and soaking up the sunshine. Living in such a beautiful state, there are many
activities that can be done at home or close to home. Being in nature has a positive impact on mental health
including: improving your mood, reducing feelings of stress or anger, helps you take a time out and feel more
relaxed, improves your physical health, improves your confidence and self-esteem and many more benefits.
So, get outside! Play! Have some fun
Weekly guidance classes have been focused on the word compassion, which means how you show empathy.
We have been discussing what we can all do to show we are thinking about other people at school and at
home. Some ideas include:
● Say ‘good morning’
● Stay 6 feet apart
● Walk and feed your pets
● Ask a friend to play
● Clean up your classroom
● Water the plants
● Mail a card to someone
● Take a deep breath before you say something you may regret
● Help make dinner
Students agreed that when they show compassion they feel good inside too. With so much out of our control,
choosing to treat each other with kindness can go a long way.
How can your family show compassion?

Physical Education & Health
Kindergarten/1st Grade Health: The month of March is all about food! Our littlest students have been
exploring what different foods look like and why certain foods are different colors. We have talked about why
we need to eat and what that food is actually doing for us.

2nd Grade Health: The focus in 2nd grade this month has been on safety. We are looking at ways to be safe
around water, when riding bikes, riding the bus, and riding in cars. We are talking about how rules are put in
place to keep us safe and that's why we should follow them.
3rd Grade Health: Tobacco prevention is a popular theme in health class across multiple grades this month.
In 3rd grade we talked briefly about the dangers of using tobacco at an early age. The focus however has been
on why people choose to start smoking. We all know it can lead to health issues. So why do people start?
4th Grade Health: Another tobacco prevention group. The focus in 4th grade however is on peer pressure and
how we can combat some of that pressure. We have talked about surrounding yourself with peers that have
similar values and interests in life so that they can help you make positive choices.
5th Grade Health: Our last tobacco prevention group. We start by reviewing material about tobacco and then
progress into addiction. Students learn about how certain chemicals in cigarettes or any tobacco product can
lead to a severe addiction.
6th Grade Health: We have finished up the human development unit for 6th grade. We talked about
friendship and how to maintain friendships. We also talked about dating relationships and what to value and
what to look out for. We finalized the unit by discussing puberty. Moving forward we will begin a unit on
infectious disease and prevention methods.
7th Grade Health: In 7th grade we have finished our shorter fitness unit where students learned some of the
major muscle groups and major joints in the body. We talked about how muscles and joints work together
during specific exercises and movement. Moving forward we are starting our human development unit. In
7th grade that entails human reproductive anatomy, facing pressures, and gaining a better understanding
about teen romance.
8th Grade Health: The final leg of human development education happens in 8th grade and it is currently
going on. So far we have reviewed human reproduction, prevention methods, STD’s and STI’s, and barrier
contraceptives. We will be finishing up the unit by covering various birth control options and ultimately a
final assessment.

K-2 Physical Education: Classes have been working on rolling and tossing skills. We have done
bowling stations around the tables in the cafeteria and in classrooms. We have also worked on
various rolling and tossing stations in classrooms.
3-5 Physical Education: Classes did a day of an indoor mini golf course and are now focusing on
Personal and Social skills (these include being an active participant, playing with integrity,
accepting outcomes, resolving conflict and engaging peers respectfully). We have been applying
those personal and social skills while playing 4-square.
6-8 Physical Education: Sixth grade has participated in 4 classes of tennis as the YMCA and has
now begun a unit in archery (we teach the National Archery in Schools program curriculum). 7th
and 8th grade has completed classes in cup stacking, wiffle ball, and “dude perfect” challenges.

Band
As spring approaches, so does the anticipation about playing instruments together at school in the band
program. The Maine CDC is beginning to relax their grip on the band restrictions as the Covid19 numbers
begin to stabilize and even slowly decline. All band parents should have received an informative letter
explaining what the protocol will be, as well as a permission slip which needs to be filled out. Please go to the
following link if you have not seen a copy of this letter/permission slip. Hip hip hooray!!!

Strings
Strings students are continuing to clock up home practice hours towards a goal of 500 hours , which will
translate to a $500 donation to the Food Bank Farm . We are also working towards our Spring Concert , which
will be recorded in small groups over the next few weeks , and posted virtually . The students in Ms Tracy and
Mrs Peters classes are planning a concert for their classmates , which we will record .

Music
Since more research has been done on the safety of singing during the pandemic, the CDC has determined
that some singing restrictions may be loosened. GSB Music classes will soon begin singing outside! (While
masked and appropriately spaced.) The students and I are excited to be able to once again share in the joy of
singing together.
In March, Kindergarten and Grade 1 worked on some activities revolving around bunnies and spring.
Kindergarten, Grade 1 and 2 continued to work on listening and movement skills. Grade 3 and 4 finished up
their unit on orchestral instruments and The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra, which culminated in the
students watching a recording of an orchestra playing the full performance. Grade 4 began a unit on The
Sorcerer’s Apprentice. Grades 5 and 6 finished up on their drumming unit and began working on making some
of their own musical compositions in small groups. Grades 7 and 8 continued to work on skills on either the
keyboard, ukulele, or guitar.

Closing Thought
Wishing everyone a happy and safe April Vacation!

